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Compliance has been a top concern for mortgage industry professionals for the past several years.
With a new administration taking the reigns—already signaling possible changes to the Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act—the industry can count on more changes to
come. Perhaps regulations will relax somewhat and firms who have spent the past few years overly
focused on compliance will be able to adjust and shift their focus back to their core missions of
serving the housing market and making the American Dream more accessible.

We may not know yet what form the regulatory environment will take under the new administration
and in years to come, but we do know that the nimble, proven service providers who have helped
the industry address the strict regulatory environment of the past few years will be ready to adjust to
serve the industry whatever comes next. In the following pages, we introduce the service providers
who are ready to keep the industry running strong and in compliance amid any changes.
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Clayton Holdings
CORPORATE PROFILE

Clayton Holdings provides information and services
that financial institutions, investors, and government
entities use to evaluate, acquire, securitize, service,
and monitor loans and asset-backed securities.

Clayton conducts its business with uncompromising
honesty and integrity, and its employees are
committed to upholding solid principles of
corporate governance. As part of the overall
governance, Clayton’s system of internal controls
includes organizational design, written policies and
procedures, operating practices, and controls to
protect people and assets. This integration of key
activities helps identify irregularities and reduce risk
to a reasonable level as quickly as possible.
COMPANY HISTORY

KEY PERSONNEL

Jeff Tennyson
President

Andy Pollock

Chief Revenue Officer

Tim Reilly

President, Green River Capital

Jeff Jonas

President, Red Bell Real Estate

John Levonick

Director, Regulatory Compliance
STAFFING

1000 employees
CONTACT INFORMATION

6302 East MLK Blvd.,
Suite 300
Tampa, FL 33619
Phone: 877.291.5301
Fax: 203.712.8805
Email: sales@clayton.com
Web: clayton.com

Founded in 1989, Clayton pioneered both the
residential due diligence and servicer surveillance
industries. Since that time, Clayton has performed
due diligence file reviews on more than 12 million
loans; has performed surveillance/oversight on more
than $2 trillion in original loan balance; and conducts
75-100 residential mortgage servicer operational
assessments annually.
BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES AND PRODUCTS

Clayton, a subsidiary of Radian Group Inc. (NYSE:
RDN), provides risk-based analytics, residential loan
due diligence, consulting, surveillance and staffing
solutions. The company’s subsidiaries include: Green
River Capital, customized REO asset management
and single-family rental services; Red Bell Real Estate,
advanced AVMs, BPOs and technology to acquire
and track performance of loan portfolios and NPLs;
ValuAmerica, national title and appraisal management
company and vendor management technology
provider; and Clayton Euro Risk, global services.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

For more than two decades, Clayton has been the
go-to provider of residential and commercial real
estate advisory services, analysis, and support
services. Clayton offers unparalleled breadth and
depth and is uniquely positioned to bring impartial,
effective solutions to current market challenges and
provide the most robust experience to its clients.
Clayton is confident that its clients will realize great
benefits from the company’s experience, advice,
customized services, and objectivity.
Clayton’s differentiators include:
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Pioneering the residential loan due diligence
industry
• Largest and longest-standing due diligence firm in
the industry.
• Due diligence workforce of hundreds of
underwriters and team leads.
• Exceptional reputation for quality, unbiased advice.
• Clayton is an approved S&P and DBRS RMBS
third-party review (TPR) provider and meets the
standards of Moody’s, Fitch Ratings, and Kroll
Bond Ratings for pre-securitization due diligence.
Pioneering credit risk management/loan
surveillance
• Possess a broad and vast array of historical
transaction data.
• Significant experience performing targeted
reviews of assets to assess compliance with
representations, regulatory and legal requirements,
investor guidelines and settlement agreements,
performing 150,000 targeted reviews annually.
• Depth of experience includes providing advisory
services, asset management services, and loan
review/due diligence for all property and credit types.
• Clayton is the industry’s first firm to be ranked for
RMBS Deal Agent (by both Fitch and MorningStar)
and as an Asset Representation Reviewer.
Regulatory knowledge
• Clayton is an expert in all of the latest regulatory
compliance guidelines including the TRID, ATR/
QM, FACTA, HMDA, and NRSRO rules.
• Clayton assesses current loan origination
programs and uses loan level due diligence to
determine compliance with investor guidelines
including Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and the FHA.
Team of industry experts
• Beyond tools and technology, Clayton’s most
essential asset is its team of motivated, hardworking industry experts. The company is
convinced that its employees are outstanding at
what they do, and it believes that clients will agree.
• Clayton’s subject-matter experts have held
significant positions in the banking, residential,
and commercial real estate industries and bring
years of lending and operating experience to
Clayton. The company’s project teams possess
best-practices knowledge of banking, finance, and
residential/commercial real estate operations, from
origination through special servicing, workouts,
and REO. They perform in-depth analyses of both
the quantitative and qualitative aspects of all forms
of residential/CRE management, loan file reviews,
and servicing.
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Comergence
CORPORATE PROFILE

KEY PERSONNEL

Greg Schroeder
President

Michael Stallings
EVP

Mike Zastoupil

Business Development Manager

Tani Lawrence

Business Development Manager

Lisa Pizula

Director of Client Solutions
STAFFING

20 employees

Comergence is an award-winning compliance risk
management firm that has specialized in third party due
diligence and surveillance for nearly a decade. A SaaS
provider of third-party originator and appraiser risk
management solutions, Comergence has consistently
grown their innovative compliance offerings to address
key needs within the mortgage compliance and
marketing industry. Addressing areas overlooked by
big industry technology providers, Comergence has
expanded their original offering to include customer
relationship management and social media monitoring.
Using the extensive proprietary database from the
Comergence core due diligence system, lenders
have the opportunity to effectively create and manage
wholesale and correspondent relationships using
CRM capabilities unique to these channels, or tackle
the insurmountable task of monitoring social media
activities of loan originators.
COMPANY HISTORY

Founded in 2007, Comergence began with a single
focus of helping lenders automate and streamline
third-party originator due diligence processes. Early
development of the Comergence compliancemonitoring capabilities grew out of the collaborative
efforts of President Greg Schroeder and EVP Michael
Stallings, who saw the industry need for improvement
in this area. With careful growth and laser-focused
innovation, Comergence has evolved into an industry
leader that provides award-winning technology
solutions. Comergence launched ComergenceCRM
in 2016, soon to be followed by their release of Social
Media Audits and Monitoring. This latter solution fills a
critical need in today’s rapidly evolving mortgage digital
and social media environment.

best-in-class compliance solution that meets or
exceeds industry and regulatory requirements, as
well as providing innovation and cost efficiency to
critical areas of oversight.
• Extensive database covering 98 percent of all NMLS
registered RMLOs
• Compliance with government and agency regulatory
requirements
• On-demand audit reports
• Comprehensive document and data record retention
• Secure cloud-based systems that facilitates
seamless implementation and system management
• SOC2 Type 1 Certification
• 99.9 percent uptime
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Irrespective of size, lenders must comply with
increased and ever-changing regulations. Comergence
assists lenders of all sizes in navigating today’s
regulatory environment in a cost-effective and efficient
manner by providing innovative technology solutions
that help their clients grow their business, all supported
by sound compliance and marketing systems.
ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS

The Comergence product offering meets critical
industry needs that are overlooked by traditional
vendors–helping eliminate outdated and manual
processes in the areas of 1) third-party oversight
2) mortgage origination CRM and 3) social media
audits and monitoring.
KEYS TO SUCCESS

Comergence builds superior technology that helps
lenders and third-party participants manage their
regulatory and compliance risk, build relationships,
and elevate business performance.

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES AND PRODUCTS

CONTACT INFORMATION

25910 Acero, Suite 260
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
Phone: 714.489.8860
Email: info@comergence.com
Web:

ComergenceCompliance.com

Third-party Oversight: A comprehensive suite of
online tools and services, coupling third-party due
diligence with ongoing compliance surveillance.
ComergenceCRM: A sophisticated platform that
unifies mortgage compliance and sales goals to help
grow production by leveraging the industry’s most
complete originator profile database.
Social Media Audits & Monitoring: A leading-edge
industry solution that addresses the growing need
to monitor social and digital media communications
within a regulatory framework.
GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND COVERAGE AREA:

Nationwide services for lenders, third-party
originators, AMCs, and appraisers.
KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS

Each Comergence product represents a

STRATEGIES AND GOALS FOR 2017

Launching the industry’s best social media service!
Comergence has isolated the critical laws, policies,
and regulations that impact loan officer social
media use; an area of compliance that cannot be
overlooked and is high on the regulators’ oversight
priorities. Building on Comergence’s award-winning
platform, the Social Media Audits & Monitoring
solution combines industry expertise and regulatory
understanding with cyber compliance at an
affordable price.
INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND MILESTONES

• 2014 Progress in Lending Associations – Top
Innovation Award Winner
• 2016 Introduction of ComergenceCRM
• Summer 2017 launch of Social Media Audits and
Monitoring service
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DocMagic

CORPORATE PROFILE

DocMagic is the leading provider of fully compliant
loan document preparation, compliance, and
eDelivery solutions for the mortgage industry.

DELIVERY PLATFORM

DocMagic can deliver its service in any way the
lender requires, though most users use either
DocMagic Online or DocMagic Direct through their
loan origination system of choice.

COMPANY HISTORY

Founded in 1988 by current CEO Dominic Iannitti,
DocMagic Inc., is the largest loan document
production company in the U. S. Since its
introduction, DocMagic’s flagship product
DocMagic has revolutionized the mortgage
document industry.

KEY PERSONNEL

Dominic Iannitti
CEO

Tim Anderson

Through the years, this company has consistently
developed award-winning solutions and technology
to make clients more productive, promote
operational efficiency and mitigate compliance risk.
In the last two years DocMagic has introduced
SmartClose and Total eClose™, bringing together
all of the components necessary to facilitate a
completely paperless digital closing.

Director of eServices

Susan Iannitti

Director of Advertising

Michael Morford

Director of Product Development

Steve Ribultan

Director of Business Development

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES AND PRODUCTS

DocMagic has been a leader in the management
and delivery of compliant document packages for
lenders for more than 25 years. The company has
expanded its offerings over the years to provide a
full range of compliance and eMortgage services.
Today, the company offers document management,
compliance, eSign, and other eMortgage services,
including SmartCLOSE™, a collaborative closing
portal for TRID compliance. In addition, the
company has a complete investor delivery service.

STAFFING

More than 79 employees
CONTACT INFORMATION

1800 W. 213 St.
Torrance, CA 90501
Phone: 800.649.1362
Web: DocMagic.com
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PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

The company’s flagship product is DocMagic, an
offering that consists of the people, the systems,
and the technology to answer all the lender’s
mortgage document needs. It offers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seamless integration with leading LOSS
Free predatory lending and compliance auditing
In-house legal and compliance experts
Fully compliant eDisclosure delivery
Free setup and integration services
Integrated flood zone determinations
DocMagic’s revolutionary eSign technology
Comprehensive Compliance Guarantee

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS

DocMagic is specifically designed to keep lenders in
full compliance with all state and federal regulations.
Along with access to in-house legal and compliance
specialists, lenders have access to DocMagic’s
compliance website, Compliance-Edge, which
contains a wealth of information from legal analysis to
news and resources.
DocMagic’s sophisticated technology delivers a
unique combination of speed, ease, and accuracy
that saves the lender time and money, keeping
originators well ahead of their competition.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

DocMagic’s team sets it apart. Everything the
company has accomplished has been the product
of a dedicated group of mortgage professionals,
technology experts, and compliance experts. A culture
of fantastic customer service ties them all together.
Many of its employees have been with the company for
more than 20 years. Few firms can claim that.
Any lender who has worked with a member of
DocMagic’s staff knows the value the company
brings. It’s a source of great pride within the company
and a high barrier to entry for any challenger.
ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS

DocMagic’s guaranteed compliance solutions
are likely what clients value most. Regulations at
multiple levels have proven too difficult for lenders
to track. The company’s compliance solutions are a
lifesaver for lenders. The fact that they are bundled
so tightly with its document solutions makes
DocMagic a one-stop shop for top originators.
KEYS TO SUCCESS

The foundation of the company is a fanatical focus
on customer service. At DocMagic, employees
take pride in their ability to answer “yes” to every
customer request.
INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND MILESTONES

• DocMagic’s SmartCLOSE TRID Solution was
awarded the MISMO Software Certification for
TRID Compliance.
• DocMagic continually maintains SSAE-16
Certification.
• Total eClose™ achieved industry’s first true
eClosing in 2016.
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Global DMS, LLC
CORPORATE PROFILE

Global DMS is a trusted solutions provider for
thousands of clients, including banks, credit unions,
mortgage lenders, brokers, appraisal management
companies (AMCs), and individual appraisers. The
company not only develops and delivers web-based
appraisal process management software for the real
estate valuation industry, but it is also committed to
leading and educating its colleagues in the use of
valuation technology, regulatory compliance tools,
valuation management, and workflow optimization.
Global DMS is proud to host informative thought
leadership panels with professionals from all sides
of the real estate and mortgage valuation industry,
seminars on current issues in the regulatory world,
and other networking and educational events
throughout the year.

KEY PERSONNEL

Vladimir Bien-Aime
President and CEO

Jody Collup

VP of Marketing

Michael Quaranto
VP of Development

Mac Chiles
SVP of Sales

CONTACT INFORMATION

1555 Bustard Road, Suite 300
Lansdale, PA 19446
Phone: 877.866.2747
Email: productinfo@globaldms.com
Web: GlobalDMS.com
GDMS Blog: GlobalDMS.com/blog
LinkedIn: LinkedIn.com/company/
global-dms
Twitter: Twitter.com/GlobalDMS
Facebook: Facebook.com/
GlobalDMS/

BUSINESS SCOPE

Global DMS caters to both the residential and
commercial real estate space on a national level.
KEYS TO SUCCESS

Global DMS’ vision is focused on preserving trust
in the collateralization process by being the No. 1
provider of online valuation compliance technology.
Being the best means providing innovative
technology, flexible solutions, superior client
services, and value so that every client believes
there is simply not a better return on investment
available. The company’s solution set is costeffectively delivered on a software-as-a-service
(SaaS) transactional basis that ensures compliance
adherence, reduces costs, increases efficiencies,
and expedites the entire real estate appraisal
process. Global DMS’ portfolio of services includes:
eTrac Enterprise: Collateral valuation
management software. eTrac is a one-stop, singlesource solution for compliantly assigning, tracking,
and reviewing appraisals for both commercial
and residential transactions. The eTrac Enterprise
platform is guaranteed to be in compliance with all
government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs), federal,
and state rules and regulations.
MARS: The Mismo Appraisal Review System, or
MARS, is Global DMS’ proprietary automated review
system that analyzes appraisals in real time for
completeness, compliance, and consistency with
GSE guidelines.
MARS is a unique solution that can be implemented
as a stand-alone solution or in conjunction with the
company’s eTrac valuation management platform.
Fully customizable and configurable to your business

needs, MARS uses a standard rule set covering all
of the most common errors and omissions points as
well as the Uniform Appraisal Dataset (UAD) rules
verification as defined by the GSEs. Automated
submission to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac’s
Uniform Collateral Data Portals (UCDP) is available
for MARS customers.
The system is fully configurable and can be
incorporated into any existing infrastructure with no
installations, no expensive servers, and no additional
hardware.
The conversion technology is based on XML web
services and comes with great documentation and
amazing technical support.
MARS significantly reduces your underwriting time
spent on the collateral review process. When used
in conjunction with eTrac, MARS can be completely
automated within your process. MARS automation
has been proven to reduce internal review times and
help managers make faster, more compliant, and
consistent appraisal business decisions.
Global Kinex: Provides seamless integration to the
GSEs’ UCDP and FHA’s EAD. Unlike other industry
software, Global Kinex can be used by any lender
or AMC regardless of what software they or their
appraisers are using.
The Global Kinex portal can manage all hard-stop
resolution, and provide storage and rapid access
to all processed appraisals in PDFs, XML, and SSR
formats.
Global Kinex validates and extracts the PDF within
the Mismo XML file, ensuring an identical matching
pair. This process allows appraisers to submit a
single file for processing multiple workflows. The
conversion process allows PDF appraisals to be
processed by other lines of business. Global Kinex
supports multiple methods for delivering appraisals
to the UCDP. The Global Kinex portal allows
individual reports to be submitted directly to the
UCDP. Alternatively, Global Kinex’s web services
architecture provides organizations with a method
to integrate UCDP delivery into their commercial
or proprietary applications. Post-delivery, Global
Kinex’s portal provides a tool to track submissions,
download Submission Summary Reports (SSRs),
archive reports, resolve hard-stops, and resubmit
reports.
Global Kinex can be implemented as a standalone solution or in conjunction with our appraisal
management platform, eTrac Enterprise.
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Quality Mortgage Services, LLC
CORPORATE PROFILE

Quality Mortgage Services (QMS) is a recognized
leader in mortgage audit services, quality control
procedures and mortgage compliance solutions.
With over 24 years of experience in mortgage
banking, QMS is a full-service risk management
and mortgage compliance solutions company
that provides mortgage loan analysis results for
mortgage bankers, lenders and brokers nationwide.

KEY PERSONNEL

Tommy A. Duncan
CEO

The QMS team of QC mortgage audit professionals is
ready to execute QC servicing functions and provide
mortgage QC, so today’s lenders and servicers have
the best mortgage loan analysis reports possible.
QMS ensures organizational compliance, providing
current updates, as well as QC plans that encompass
all relevant government regulations. QMS performs
regulatory reviews and mortgage analysis to strengthen
existing QC programs, reduce mortgage repurchases
and minimize exposure to costly litigation.

Claudia Duncan
President

Laura Kate Davis
QC Manager

Sarang Farhangi

IT and Systems Engineer
STAFFING

26 employees

COMPANY HISTORY

Quality Mortgage Services was formed in 1992.
Tommy A. Duncan, Chief Executive Officer, has
been with QMS since its earnest beginnings. The
company was founded by his father, Tom Duncan,
an industry veteran in financial services compliance
and due diligence. Tommy has successfully grown
the company into a premier provider of mortgage
QC services. Claudia brings a unique set of global
business and marketing experience that is already
making an impact on the innovative direction of the
company.

CONTACT INFORMATION

QMS, 1550 W. McEwen Drive,
Suite 300
Franklin, TN 37067
Phone: 615.591.2528
Emai: info@qcmortgage.com
Web: QCMortgage.com
Web: MarsAudits.com

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES AND PRODUCTS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-Funding QC Audits
Post-Closing QC Audits
Automated Verification
MERS Audits
Servicing QC Audits
HMDA Audits & Support
Anti-money Laundering Audits
MARS™ QC Software
KEY FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced QC Software
Interactive Management Portal
Current Fannie Mae Reporting
Trending & Analytical Tools
Custom Audits & Reports
Management Action Plan (MAP)
Area of Responsibility (AOR)
QC Vendor Testing Capabilities
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Quality Mortgage Services offers effectiveness and
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objectiveness advantages over in-house mortgage
auditing, as well as the competition. QMS is able to
ensure mortgage fraud detection and risk prevention
efforts are rigorous and unbiased.
ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS

At Quality Mortgage Services we are committed to
partnership, providing excellence in our services
with key benefits including:
• Superior Customer Service
• Real-time Report Access		
• Extensive QC Report Offering
• Flexible Solutions & Services
• QC Vendor Performance Matrix
• Custom Software Development
KEYS TO SUCCESS


QMS
attributes its industry success to the tenacity to
stay abreast of constant regulatory and compliance
changes, consistently producing solutions that address
cutting edge trends. Because QMS is a boutique
technology firm, trending solutions can be readily
customized for each client.
STRATEGIES AND GOALS FOR 2017

With the recent launch of a new product, QCVerify,
QMS is looking forward to continued expansion
of their product offering in the forthcoming year.
With each solution, QMS upholds their mission to
empower mortgage lenders.
INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND MILESTONES

The QMS reputation is recognized by many
mortgage industry stakeholders, including federal
and state housing agencies. Further, Tommy A.
Duncan, CEO, has been a contributing writer for
numerous industry publications.
SPECIALTY, EXPERTISE, AND QUALITY CONTROL INITIATIVES

QMS specializes in innovative QC and audit services
that evolve alongside industry regulatory and
compliance change. Built on long-standing expertise,
the QMS offering is deployed through MARS™ QC
Software, a platform that is powerful enough to also be
a standalone solution for lenders and servicers.
TESTIMONIAL

“QMS has a great team. It is nice to know that
we can pick up the phone and call QMS when
any questions or when help is needed. With
all the recent agency regulations, it has been
a challenge to meet all the new QC guidelines
but QMS has made this requirement a lot
easier for us.”
—Phyliss Hilger, VP, Quality Control, Howard Hanna

